
FMST211

Finding information on early cinema



Today’s plan

1. Get to know the library website and subject guides

2. Selected relevant resources

3. How to search online library tools

4. Preparing a bibliography with annotations

5. How to find documents when you have a reference (known item search)



1. Get to know the library website



1. Get to know the library website

 Accessing material in the Library’s collection starts at the library website

 Search with the catalogue: primarily for books, films, and recorded audio

 Search in an article database for news, magazine, and journal articles

 Use the Discovery search to search for all of these formats

 Use the subject guide for specifically relevant resources and tips



1. Get to know the library website

 The cinema subject guide lists the most relevant databases for:

 Academic journal articles

 Magazines and newspapers

 Canadian-focused news sources

 The guide lists some helpful websites

 The guide lists reference titles for finding reviews

 There is a section specifically for FMST211



2. Selected relevant resources



2. Selected relevant resources

 For your assignment, you need to find material published up to 1940

 Primary sources: information that was written at the time of the event

 You will largely be using news and magazine articles

 Reference sources (like an encyclopedia or an index) can help you 

choose a film / develop your search



2. Selected relevant resources

 Reference source examples:

 Encyclopedia of Early Cinema

 Film Review Index (print book, available in the course reserves room)

 Film History by Decade (website)

 These sources can tell you things about your film which can help you 

research it, such as who directed, starred, which company, etc.

 This can help you choose a film to research and point to more sources



2. Selected relevant resources



2. Selected relevant resources

Selected Film Criticism 

is kept in the Course 

Reserves Room

Includes reprints of 

early articles



2. Selected relevant resources

 Most of the content in books in the library will be too recent, aside from 

bibliographies which may point to earlier / primary sources

 Likewise for much of the coverage in academic journals

 General (contemporary) web content will mostly not be relevant

 We have databases that cover news & trade magazines up to the  1940’s:

 Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive

 Media History Digital Archive

 The New York Times Historical Database, and more historical newspapers



3. How to search effectively



3. How to search effectively

 Effective searching depends on good keywords and the way they’re 

entered into a search

 Choosing the right place to search is also crucial—for example, article 

database vs. library catalogue, cinema database vs. psychology database

 Most library search tools also have features to help focus your results, ie

 limiting results by type of item (article, advertisement, etc.) 

 by year of publication



3. How to search effectively

 Choosing keywords:

 Determine what the core concepts you are interested in are, for example, 

film title, director, notable actors; words like ‘review’, ‘response’, etc.

 Search results can be improved by including synonyms for core 

concepts where appropriate:

 Reception or response

 If searching for names, try to identify possible alternate spellings:

 Charlie Chaplin and Charles Chaplin



3. How to search effectively

 To build a search string, join your keywords with the word ‘and’

 Griffith and Intolerance

 Multiple-word keywords, like a film title, should be enclosed in “ ” marks:

 “Way Down East”

 These phrases are treated as one keyword and can be combined:

 Griffith and “Way Down East”



3. How to search effectively

 Adding additional keywords with and will narrow your search results:

 Griffith and Intolerance 

will have more results than

 Griffith and Intolerance and review
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4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

 The point of a bibliography is to enable your readers to find your sources

 This is done by noting key information, such as author, title, date, etc.

 The point of a citation style (ie, MLA), is to keep references consistent 

and easier to understand for readers

 Annotations summarize the content of the items listed in your 

bibliography and give an idea as to why this content is important.



4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

 In MLA style, the elements we try to include, in order, are:

 Author

 Title of the article

 Title of the magazine or newspaper

 Date

 Volume number

 Page Numbers

 Format you read (paper, web, microfilm)

 Database name

 Date accessed



4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

 In MLA style, the elements we try to include, in order, are:

 Author – if available; magazines and newspapers often don’t include it

 Title of the article – in quotation marks

 Title of the magazine or newspaper – italicized

 Date

 Volume number – if applicable

 Page Numbers

 Format you read (paper, web, microfilm) – no longer required

 Database name – if applicable, and also italicized

 Date accessed – if applicable



4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

“Down Came the Storm.” The Washington Post, 30 Jan. 1921, p. 52. 

Proquest. 13 Sep. 2016.

 There is no author, so the article title appears first

 The article title is in quotation marks

 The name of the publication is in italics

 The month is abbreviated

 The citation ends with the name of database and the date of access



4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

Agate, James. “Art and the Film.” Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art , vol. 134,

11 Nov. 1922, pp. 710-1. Proquest. Accessed 17 Sep. 2015.

“Down Came the Storm.” The Washington Post, 30 Jan. 1921, p. 52. Proquest. Accessed 17 Sep.

2015.

“Griffith in Interview Discusses British Row Over ‘Way Down East’.” Variety, 25 Nov. 1921, p. 2.

Proquest. Accessed 17 Sep. 2015.

Smith, Lee. “How Griffith Shot the Ice Stuff.” American Cinematographer, 1 Dec. 1925, p. 5. Media

History Digital Library. Accessed 17 Sep. 2015.



4. Preparing an annotated bibliography

Annotating entries

 Describe the item’s content

 Mention why it is useful

 Usually one paragraph,

4-5 sentences

 Use your own words



5 .How to find known items



5 .How to find known items

The Moving Picture World, Nov. 13, 1920, p224.



5 .How to find known items

 Search the catalogue for the journal title:




